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HeatShrinkz 13mm (1/2")
- UV Reactive Orange

Heatshrink
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Product Details:
13mm recommended for 6-10 wire cables - chassis thicker I/O cables, Rounded sound cable, sleeving ends, etc. tip: you can also heatshrinkz a
few cables together such as a Molex and a fan cable, or 2 CCFL cables together.

Cool UVOrange glows in UV lighting.

Specifications:

Heatshrinkz before shrinking size = 26mm

Heatshrinkz after shrinking size = 13mm

*** Heatshrinkz price is per ONE FOOT ***

-----
You know them already - heatshrink tubings - you've seen them used in professional factory made cables, also often used together with sleeving,
we brought them to you in our FlexSleeve Kits - now AC Ryan brings you HeatShrinkz in Black & UVcolors! [edit] yes, we're still in our UVactive
fever!!!

Perhaps you've got a big sleeving job coming up and need more HeatShrinkz.

Perhaps you'd like to HeatShrinkz 'em all instead of the FlexSleeve - your style, your choice, your mod.

Already tried, tested and used by many in the successful FlexSleeve Kits, we've got lotsa requests from you guys to bring out more HeatShrinkz
and get them sold sperately - well here it is. A range of 5 sizes and 4 colors.

UVactive� HeatShrinkz� that glows under UV lighting certainly adds some splash to your professionally managed, neatly cabled system.
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Additional Information

Brand AC Ryan

SKU ACR-HS5003-D

Weight 0.0500

Color Orange

Heatshrink Size 13mm

Special Price $0.95


